
THREE IN THE TOWN 
 

In a busy town there lived a funny fox, jumping rabbit and a cheerful cat.  

The fox did the shopping, the cat did the cleaning and rabbit did the 

cooking.  They all lived happily, or so they thought… 

 

One bright, sunny day they were going to the park.  Suddenly they heard a 

knock on the door and saw a tiny spider but then she climbed through the 

window and went into their kitchen.  Fox stared at the stranger in a 

confused way.  Then the spider helped herself to some raw beef and a whole 

carton of apple juice.   

 

While Cat and Rabbit were preparing the food, Spider burst into their 

bedroom and left a present for Fox.  Fox found it when he was going to the 

bathroom. 

 

That night, at 7:00pm they had an argument. 

 

“Any more fox-due anyone?” Rabbit asked. 

 

“Your cooking is rubbish!” yelled Fox. 

 

“Well your shopping is dumb!” replied Rabbit in a mean voice. 

 

“That’s not very nice Rabbit” Fox sobbed. 

 

Cheerful Cat had had enough. 

 

“I am leaving!” she announced. 

 

Then she saw a note that said “Changes for Friends.”  She packed it, some 

fox-due and some money and left. 

 

After dinner Spider chased Cat and said 

 



“Cat, don’t you think that Rabbit cooking fox-due is a little bit silly? 

 

“Maybe” replied Cat.  Then she ran off to the shops. 

 

Next Spider went to Rabbit. 

 

“Don’t you think Fox’s shopping is a little dumb?” he asked. 

 

“No” she told Spider.  “He is a good friend.” 

 

Then Spider ran over to Fox and said 

 

“Don’t you think Cat’s cleaning is bad?  Plus she is always going shopping on a 

Wednesday.  She only ever buys fish and chicken” whispered Spider. 

 

“But I can only cook fox-due and that’s it.” said Rabbit sadly. 

 

The next day the animals had another argument. 

 

“Why do we have to have fox-due?” shouted Fox. 

 

“Because I can only cook fox-due!” Rabbit said crossly. 

 

“Well it tastes horrible!” came a mystery voice.  It was Spider. 

 

That night, while Rabbit and Fox were sleeping, Cat quietly tiptoed towards a 

really busy road where she saw two big hound dogs.  They saw her tail and 

chased after her, around and around.  Cat was yelling 

 

“Help! Help!  Help!” 

 

Rabbit woke up and realised that something was wrong.  She couldn’t find 

Cat.  She looked everywhere, even in the garden too but she just couldn’t 

find Cat. 

 



Fox heard Rabbit opening doors and closing them and ran down the stairs. 

 

“What’s the problem Rabbit?” asked Fox in a sleepy voice. 

 

“Cat has gone missing!” yelled Rabbit. 

 

Outside they saw Cat being chased.  They ran quickly and Fox leaped over all 

of the cars.  Rabbit distracted the two hound dogs and fox chased them 

away.  Cat was safe! 

 

The animals said sorry to each other and went back home with a smile.  They 

were going to look for the stranger but instead of Spider they found a huge 

present for all of them.  They opened it and found £1000! 

 

“Wow!” said Cat. 

 

“Really, all of this money?” Fox said excitedly. 

 

“Now we can buy a new house!” 

 

Next they read the letter.  It said 

 

“Changed my mind.  It’s better eating flies and bugs.  Hope you don’t mind.  I 

took all of your raw beef. 

PS – hope you like the present, it was mine” 

 

The animals decided to all share their jobs.  They bought a new house and a 

car and now live together happily. 
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